To perform reliable respiratory-gated treatment of lung cancer using fluoroscopy without implanted fiducial markers.
Introduction
This study evaluates the use of two different template matching methods for gated treatment of lung cancer using fluoroscopy. Template matching methods have been shown previously to be a feasible method for identifying a tumor mass. However, the template construction process has several problems. For example, when the tumor is closely located to the heart, part of the heart may be included in our region of interest (ROI), and the cardiac motion will influence the intensity cycle . In addition, the motion trajectory might not be stable from breath to breath. Finally, the training period may contain only two or three breathing cycles, which limits the amount of training images available. An unstable gating signal is shown in figure [1] .
Because of these difficulties, we have designed six automatic gating techniques that are robust to variances in the training period. Instead of using a single end of exhale (EOE) template and a single correlation score, we apply multiple templates to generate multiple correlation scores. These scores are then combined to create the gating signal . These methods are evaluated against the tumor locations labeled by clinicians, which we will refer to as ground truth positions.
Six methods for generating and using templates
Method 1: The first method we evaluate uses a single template, which is generated by averaging multiple regions of interest, and uses automatic thresholding of the correlation score to generate the gating signal. As shown in figure [2] , an ROI containing the tumor for all breathing phases is selected manually. Then, the image intensity is used to identify breathing phase, and images at end of exhale are selected. The template used is an average of the motion-enhanced ROI's at exhale phase. Then during the treatment, the correlation score between the reference template and each motion-enhanced frame is calculated. A high correlation score indic ates that the image that is similar to the reference and gating is enabled. This procedure is illustrated in figure [1] .
Methods 2-5:
The second method uses multiple end-of-exhale (EOE) templates from the training session. A template is generated from each EOE frame, and a correlation score is computed for each template. After a set of correlation scores are computed, it is necessary to choose an intelligent way to combine them to get a better gating signal. We explore four ways to combine the correlation scores to generate a more robust score:
2. Take the maximum score. 3. Take the average score. 4. Take the pth order weighted average with weighting function: which effectively gives higher weights to those correlation scores with a larger value. 5. Apply the pth order moving average, which is a smoothing process for the score obtained in method 3. It averages the score at the current time point and the scores at the former p time points as the current score: .
Method 6: Although we can evaluate the accuracy of using all of the EOE frames as templates, this approach will not work in practice because of computation burden is too high. Many of the templates are very similar, and they are not efficient in filtering out the noise. Therefore we would like to find a set of representative EOE templates. Ideally, these templates should carry all of the useful information of the original frames, but discarding noise. Clustering methods are
s s w ideally suited to this task. We will use clustering to find a small set of templates and use the averaging method to combine them. We simply need to determine the number of templates, and a method for finding them.
For this study, we use Gaussian mixture model clustering. The Gaussian mixture model assumes that each cluster comes from a multivariate Gaussian distribution, and our data (the image templates) comes from a finite mixture of Gaussians. Let Θ denote the mixture model, let X denote our data set which has d dimensions, and n denote the number of data points in X. Thus, we are trying to group the n data points into K clusters. Each of the K cluster is represented as its model parametersθ . More formally, we say that the probability of the data given the model is:
π is the prior probability of cluster j, j µ is the mean of cluster j and j Σ is the covariance matrix of cluster j. To estimate the parameters, j π , j µ and j Σ , for each cluster, we apply the expectation-maximization algorithm (EM). The EM algorithm alternates through an Expectationstep and a Maximization-step until convergence. In the Expectation-step, we estimate the cluster to which each image template belongs to given the parameters ( j π , j µ , and j Σ ) are fixed. In the Maximization-step, we estimate the parameters by maximizing the complete log-likelihood (the log-likelihood assuming we know the cluster memberships).
Dealing with High Dimensionality
The ROI needed to build the EOE templates is relatively la rge, because it needs to contain the tumor and sometimes the tumor is large. For example, a typical EOE template might have an image size of 100x100 pixels. This leads to a dimensionality of size 10,000. However, our training set only contains around 30 templates. To do clustering on the raw pixel values would require us to estimate
parameters. For this reason, we project the data down to two dimensions before doing clustering.
Principal component analysis is a popular technique for dimensionality reduction. PCA finds a linear transformation,
T YAX =
, that projects the original high-dimensional data X with d dimensions to a lower dimensional data Y with q dimensions where qd < , such that the mean squared error between X and Y is as small as possible. X , here is dn × , where n is the number of data points, and A is a dq × matrix. The solution is the transformation matrix A whose columns correspond to the q eigenvectors with the q largest eigenvalues of the data covariance. It also projects the high dimensional dataset to the lower dimensional subspace in which the original dataset has the largest variance (i.e., restricts attention to those directions along which the scatter of the data points is greatest). Figure [ 3] provides us with a view on how the data points looks like in 2D. Now, we have a smaller dataset ready to be clustered.
Finding the Number of Clusters
Finally we need to determine the number of clusters. For this, we apply the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) score to penalize the l og-likelihood function. We now optimize ( )
, where f is the number of free parameters in the model. In our problem, we have
free parameters to be estimated. We run the EM algorithm from K=1 to Kmax. Then pick the K with the largest BIC score. The plot of BIC scores vs. K is shown in figure [3] .
Experimental Results
Fluoroscopy was acquired at 10 frame/second for six patients, and for each patient we acquired around 30 seconds, or 300 frames. Ground truth locations were determined by a radiation oncologist, who retrospectively marked and shifted the tumor contours within the measured fluoroscopic images. Gating was performed based on the ground truth locations, as well as using each of the methods described above. For each case, we attempted to achieve a 35% duty cycle.
We trained the data for 2-3 periods, i.e. 6-10 seconds and compared the gating signals generated by our methods to the true gating signal on the remaining fluoro sequence. Then we calculate the error rate as the difference between the ground truth gating signals and our generated ones. 
Conclusion
This work demonstrates the potential for using template matching methods for respiratory gating in lung cancer treatment. While the results are good, there is still ambiguity in the template definition due to unstable breathing during the training period. Thus, our templates cannot hope to cover all the tumor status and positions. However, we hope they might be useful for most situations.
Comparing the results above, we can see the best methods are the average score, weighted average score, and the clustering approach. These methods can achieve about 90-95% accuracy with a false alarm rate ranging from 2-4%. Using multiple correlation scores is insensitive to the cardiac motion and short training, as long as the training data are representative. 
